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BACKGROUND
Recruitment Process Outsourcing (RPO) is the complete

This story explores how Impellam Specialist Staffing

or partial outsourcing of permanent recruitment activities

brand, Lorien, uses sector expertise to partner with a

to a staffing company. RPO is more than filling open jobs;

client. Lorien creates and manages an RPO

it’s about improving a company’s internal recruiting

programme to attract and recruit high-quality tech

process. It helps businesses to:

candidates in a sector that’s always evolving.

- Find top talent in skill short markets
- Achieve cost savings
- Support scalability
- Ensure recruitment compliance
- Keep up with emerging trends and best practice in
talent acquisition

THE CHALLENGE
A large multinational professional service business relies

The client required a partner that they could trust to

on high quality tech talent to provide their clients with an

make the hiring process reliable, cost and time

exceptional service. However, the business faced

efficient and agile, while also giving them access to

challenges with finding, attracting and recruiting the

top tech talent.

talent needed to power their solutions.

The client chose to partner with specialist brand

They needed to:

Lorien, to leverage their technology expertise and
extensive candidate network, as well as their proven

Improve candidate quality and candidate diversity
within their tech departments;

RPO solution management. This would allow the

Reduce a severe backlog of tech roles
within their business;

priorities outside of recruitment.

business to focus their resources on their strategic

Improve time-to-hire while improving cost
efficiency;
Recruit top talent while remaining
compliant;
Introduce stable recruitment processes.
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OUR SOLUTION
From day one, a team of Lorien specialists joined the client onsite to learn about the client’s business processes. Lorien
made a Promise to deliver a direct sourcing model that would adapt to evolving requirements and support the client’s
strategy. This included on and offsite Lorien tech experts to direct source permanent candidates, supported by a small
PSL of niche suppliers.

Through their tech subject matter expertise, Lorien also acts as the company’s EVP custodian in the technology market.
Lorien help the client to be recognised as more than a professional services business – but as a company at the leadingedge of tech. They:

Direct source talent using a targeted approach online and offline
Map required skills to build talent pipelines ahead of time
Harness the client’s EVP to attract passive talent, such as in job adverts or discussions with
candidates
Partner with the client to run meetups and raise their profile in the market
Build relationships with tech talent to develop referral and alumni communities

Lorien streamlined the end-to-end permanent talent acquisition process; implementing an applicant tracking system
(ATS) to improve visibility and create real-time management information to report on progress. But they also go
beyond processes. In a position of trust as tech specialists, they have strong ongoing relationships with the senior
team where they advise on resourcing strategy and execution.
This has meant that they are actively involved in a number of the company’s big initiatives, including their programme
focused on bridging the gap for women in tech. Supporting their campaigns, delivering gender diverse shortlists for
executive roles and trying different sourcing methods – including using an AI based tool to locate hard-to-find talent –
has enabled Lorien to reduce the gender gap for the company. Other ways that they have improved diverse intake
include:

Building a job description tool with standardised templates and in-built suggestions for
inclusive language
Generating pipelines of diverse talent by targeting diverse channels, networking and working
with specialist suppliers
Ensuring there was a female interviewer on the panel for every tech role with a female
candidate
Monitoring and reporting on performance against D&I initiatives, including building D&I
targets into formal KPIs
Representing and promoting the brand’s D&I values in candidate interactions to improve
diverse intake and appeal to a broader audience

As the client’s RPO provider, Lorien is
committed to delivering on its Promise
of exceptional service quality, strategic
partnering and competitive advantage in
the tech market.

KEY RESULTS
39% of tech roles are now filled by women, compared to an industry average of

0

Strategic
benefit:

19%. By increasing their workforce diversity, the client stand to improve their
innovation, efficiency and business profitability. This initiative resulted in Lorien
being named finalists for an APSCo ‘Diversity and Inclusion’ Award. Employee
referrals have also increased by 26% and hiring manager satisfaction ratings
are 90% on average.

With with a 75% direct fill rate, Lorien improved candidate quality, while

Operational
benefit:

freeing up time and money for the client to focus on other priority business
projects. Time to hire was reduced by over 50%, with 400 roles being filled in
2018. The CV to interview ratio is currently 2.1:1, and the interview to offer
ratio is 3.1:1.

The client was able to control costs by directly sourcing tech candidates

Financial
benefit:

through Lorien. With access to over 275,000 candidates, Lorien limits the
amount of advertising spend needed to attract the right talent for the client.
Cost per hire was reduced by 34%, and the client experienced savings of over
£1.3 million in agency fees.

"Lorien now manage a supply chain of ours, promoting not
only our vacancies but also our brand, values, strategy and
diversity requirements. Their ability to maintain and
engage with suppliers means that as a Company, we retain
access to specialist suppliers whilst also controlling costs
through direct sourcing."
- Customer Head of Experienced Hire Recruitment

CONTACT US
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Our digital and tech specialist, Lorien, is an expert RPO and MSP provider, specialising in
technology workforce solutions. Lorien offers creative solutions to workforce challenges,
and the trusted Impellam brand partners with customers to cultivate careers and build
businesses across all industries, including banking, telecoms, finance, pharmaceuticals, and
utilities.
Our brands are specialists in their sectors - contact us at CaseStudy@impellam.com for
more information.

